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SUP9tARY -

An investigation was initiated on January 25, 1983 to investigate the validity,

of an allegation made by a former candidate for employment for General Public.

Utilities Nuclear (GPUN) at Three Mile Island (TMI) Nuclear Generating Station
Unit 1. This individual, who was being considered for a position as an Engineer
I in Start-Up and Test at THI Unit 1, alleged that in June 1982, after failing
to pass a required written pre-employment psychological examn.ation, he was'

contacted by an employment ccunselor from Main Line Personnel Service Inc.,-

(MLPS), of Bala Cynwyd, PA, which is a private personnel recruiting firm.-

According to the alleger, the employment counselor provided him with the
questions and answers he would need to successfully pass a " retest" of the
psychological exam. The employment counselce, the alleger . reported, boasteda

i these questions and answers were provided to the personnel firm by an unidenti-'
. - fied individual from the personnel office within GPUN. The alleger asserted

that because of this " coaching" he lied to the examining psychologist duringi

the retest which resulted in his passing the second test and being offered a
position at TMI Unit I as a Start-Up and Test Engineer.

,

Subsequent investigation determined that the pre-employment psychological*

i screening examination it required by the TMI Security Plan and that this
screening process is performed by Corporate Stress Control Inc. of New York
City on a contract basis.| . .

Interviews of the examining psychologist, members of the GPUN Personnel Office,
the Start-Up and Test Group, and employment counselors for MLPS coupled with a
review of the examination questions failed to develop any evidence to cor-
rooorate the allegers assertions. Specifically, the examining psychologist
denied providing detailed information regarding the alleger's test results to *

anyone from GPUN personnel, and denied any contact with MLPS representatives.
During an indepth interview, the GPUN Personnel Officer involved in the recruit-
ment and processing of the alleger denied ever receiving detailed information
about the alleger's psychological test results and then passing the information
onto anyone at MLPS. Similarily, the named individuals at MLPS denied receipt
of such information, and denied having the capability to prepare a client for
the psychological testing. During the interview of the President and Chief
Operating Officer for Stress Control, Inc., he stated that the nature of the

l psychological tests are such that they cannot be compromised. Additional
| interviews of other individuals currently employed at TMI who were required to

take a " retest" as well as individuals who were hired by GPUN through MLPS
failed to disclose any improprieties in the pre-employment psychological

i testing program.
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Purpose of Investigation
-_

The purpose of this investigation was to determine ~ the validity of an
.

allegation made by a former candidate for employment in the Start-Up and TestGroup at TMI Unit I who alleged
pre-employment psycho-logical exa,that after failing a required written

mination, he was contacted by a private
personnel recruiting firm that provided him with the questions and answers hekwould ne'ad to pass a " retest" of the psychological exam.
alleged that the questions and answers were provided to the personnel firm byThe individual

an unidentified individual from GPUN and as a result, he successfully passedthe ~" retest" and was offered employment as an engineer at TMI Unit I
.
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,' Background
,.

Administrator, NRC Region I after being advised that a former ca didThis investigation was initiated.at the request of Mr. Ronald Haynes, Regional

after failing a written pre-employment psychological examination which isemployment as an Engineer I, Start-Uo and Test at TMI Unit I alleged that
n ate for I~

required by the TMI Security Plan, he was contacted by a private personnel
firm (MLPS) that provided him with the questions and answers he wouldto successfully pass a " retest",

to have been provided to the personnel firm by an unidentified indi idThese questions and answers were alleged
need

from GPUN. f.
lied to the examining psychologist during the retest resulting in his paThe alleger asserted that as a result of this " coaching", he

v ual
;

the " retest" and being offered a position as an engineer at TMI Unit Issing
{
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Applicable Regulatory Requirements

The regulatory basis for this investigation is derivid from Chapter 1. Paragraph.

8 of the licensee's Physical Security Plan. Paragraph 8, entitled " Employee
Screening for the TMI Nuclear St,ation " states in part:

"All persons hired after August 23, 1978 who will be assigned to the TMI
Nuclear Station, or who will require frequent access to the station, will
be given a psychological examination;"

Additionally, Paragraph 10 of Chapter 1 requires that the company Personnel
Department assure that the screening requirements in Paragraph 8 be met and
that the Personnel Department furnish the TMI Security Supervisor with a
certification covering personnel screened for unescorted access.-
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_ Interview of Alleger

Thomas QUINN was interviewed on January 28, 1983 by DI:RI Investigators R
Keith CHRISTOPHER and Peter CONNOLLY.

-

Present during the interview at QUINN's
.

request was his personal attorney, John J. KILC0VNE.
(Attachment I pertains) QUINN advised that in May 1982, while working as an -Ir. a sworn staterent

. Engineer for the CertainTeed Corp. in Blue Bell. PA, he became a candidate for
'

employment with GPUN as an Engineer I, Start-Up and Test, at TMI Unit I.
alleged that after failing a written pre-employment psychological examinationQUINNon May 27, 1982,
a personnel recruiter for MLPS in Bala Cynwydhe was contacted by an individual he identified as John EVANS,PA.

me the results of your psychological test."him "I have a very good friend in the personne,l . office at GPU Nuclear who gaveHe alleged that EVANS told
this GPUN contact had given him QUINN continued that EVANS said
failed on the test and the answer (s he would need to give during the retest inEVANS) the specific areas that he (QUINN) hadorder to pass.

i

psychologist during the retest regarding the questions related to resistanceQUINN asserted that as a result of this " coaching," he-lied to the examining
to regulations, other job related accidents and borrowing of company tools
which EVANS had discussed with him previously.
administered on June 7,1982, he alleged that this examining psychologistDuring the retest, which was
changed the answers to the above questions in one of the examination booklets.
QUINN further stated that the psychologist changed additional a
the retest but he was unable to recall what these answers were.nswers during

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE:
identified as the Client Information BookletThis examination booklet was subsequently.

tabloid form containing 81 true and false ques (tions.CIB) which is a test in

QUINN said that as a result of the " coaching" he received, he passed the retest
and was formally offered a position by GPUN as an Engineer I, Start-Up and Test,at TMI Unit I.

QUINN said he subsequently declined the position because of theimproprieties involved in the testing procedure.

a civil suit against nim on September 9,1982 to recoup a $5,200 job placementQUINN concluded that as a result of his declining the position, MLPS instituted
fee. QUINN said that on November 19, 1982
garding this incident and named GPUN as a p,otential third party to the suit.he countersued MLPS for damages re-
Thomas QUINN was reinterviewed by telephone on FebruaryPeter CONNOLLY. 11, 1983

QUINN was questioned concerning three specific areas:by Investigator
did he not report his allegation of cheating to NRC at an earlier date; 2) did1) why *

he give CertainTeed a letter of resignation; and if so, 3) ~did CertainTeed givehim a counteroffer. j

|
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QUINN related that he did not give CertainTeed a letter or verbal notification
of resignation. He stated that his supervisor at CertainTeed, Maurey KELLY,
Manager of Plant Operations, was aware of his interviews, medical and psycholog-,

ical exams, and GPUN's offer. QUINN noted that he apprised KELLY of the entire
process while it was ongoing. He indicated that KELLY was interested in
QUINN"s professional advancement and encouraged him throughout' the entire
recruiting procedure. QUINN related that CertainTeed did not give him a
counteroffer. He noted that he received a scheduled raise in September 1982
from his starting salary of $19,800 to $24,000. He said the raise had beeni

'

scheduled for May 1982, the completion of his first year with CertainTeed, but
because of the company's financial difficulties the raise was rescheduled for
September 1982. He elaborated that this raise was a routine advancement from a
technician position to an Engineer I after completion of a one year probationary
period.,

QUINN further explained that he did not notify NRC of the allegation until
January 1983 because at first he felt that GPUN was not at fault, but that the '

fault lay instead with John EVANS of MLPS who was callous in his treatment of
QUINN. He noted that after he failed to get satisfaction from MLPS, his
attorney discussed the problem with an unnamed attorney from GPUN in December,

| 1982. According to QUINN, this attorney, in essence, told his attorney, John
i KILC0YNE, that QUINN's problem was not GPUN's concern, and that GPUN did not
| care about QUINN's problem. QUINN decided that since GPUN did not show any

'

concern about his allegation, he decided that GPUN had a problem also, thus the
best way to handle this would be by notifying the NRC of the allegati' n. QUINNo
freely admitted that if GPUN had shown concern for his allegation he would not
have notified the NRC.

.

|
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Review of QUINN's CIS Examination'

On February 4, 1983 QUINN's CIB test, dated May 27, 1982, was provided by
Dr. Howard GLAZER, of Stress Control Inc to 01:RI Investigators - R. K.,

CHRISTOPHER and P. J. CONNOLLY for examination. A perusal of the test dis-
closed that the answer to question #30 regarding job related accidents was
not changed. Also, the answer to question f80 regarding the taking of company
and 81)y was not changed. The answers to the four questions (#45, 50, 76
propert

were changed as noted in JENKINS' statement.

.
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Interview of Terry L. MYERS, Director, Human Resources, GPUN

Terry MYERS was interviewed on February 2,1983 by 01:RI Investigators R. Keith
CHRISTOPHER and Peter CONNOLLY. MYERS said his job responsibilities included.

the supervision of recruiting activities for GPUN and the approval of profes--
sional " finders fees" paid to private recruitment firms.

MYERS explained that Main Line Personnel Service, Inc. (MLPS) was one of
numerous personnel organizations used by GPUN in the recruitment of professional
staff for the Three Mile Island and Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Stations.
He said GPUN has employed the services of MLPS for several years. MYERS said
that GPUN pays a " finders fee" equal to 20% of a candidate's starting salary
upon successful recruitment of a candidate for GPUN.

MYERS described MLPS as a " headhunter" organization. He said GPUN provides a.

position description and the required qualifications to MLPS as well as to
other personnel organizations; MLPS then attempts to recruit personnel to fill
the positions in return for the " finders fee". MYERS said that as a matter of
routine practice, GPUN recruiters deal directly with only one individual at
MLPS regarding personnel recruitment, Stephen MCDONALD. MYERS said this
singular contact was established to eliminate confusion between the recruiters

i and MLPS. He also said that GPUN recruiters found MCDONALD to be most effective
| in addressing GPUN's peculiar needs. MYERS stated that MCDONALD worked for Mr..
' John EVANS at MLPS; however, he said any contacts with EVANS would only be done

through MCDONALD and at no time did GPUN recruiters deal directly through
EVANS. MYERS explained that while GPUN's preference is to' deal directly with
the candidate, circumstances occasionally require that personnel firms such as
MLPS be used as a point of contact. MYERS stated that because of the
difficulty in contacting QUINN, MLPS was used as an intermediary with QUINN. -

MYERS identified James TROEBLIGER and Stephen BABCZAK as the GPUN recruiters
responsible for the recruitment of professional engineering personnel for TMI
Unit I. He related that TR0EBLIGER was the recruiter directly involved in the
recruitment of Thomas OUINN for an Engineering I position in Start-Up and Test
at TMI Unit I and was the primary contact with MLPS in the QUINN recruitment.
MYERS clarified that he was not personally involved in the recruitment of QUINN
and indicated that the GPUN Corporate Office in Parsippany, New Jersey does not
get involved in day-to-day recruitment and hiring activities for TMI.

MYERS discussed further the pre-employment psychological testing and screening
process for TMI Unit I candidates. He explained that after a candidate accepts
a GPUN offer of employment, he is administered a medical and psychological
examination. He clarified that all offers of employment are contingent upon
successful completion of the medical and psychological examinations. MYERS
said the psychological test is given by Corporate Stress Control, Inc., private
psychological counseling service contracted by GPUN to provide this service.
He said Corporate Stress Control Inc. has had this contract since January
1982. MYERS described the psychological testing as consisting of two written
sections, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MiPI) and the Client
Information Booklet (CIB) plus an interview of the candidate by a Stress
Control Clinical Psyclologist. After completion of the psychological
examination, Stress Control provides a formal written notification to GPUN
stating only whether or not the individual is acceptable for unescorted site

-- - - - _ _ _ _ . .- . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - .. - --- __ --.---.-.,_-.-.--_--.__
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access. MYERS remarked that to the best of his knowledge Stress Control does
not provide any detailed information to GPUN about the results of an
individual's psychological examination. MYERS added that if an individual is
found unacceptable by the psychologist during the initial test, GPUN has the-

option of requesting a retest of the individual. He said retests are not given..

by Stress Control without a specific request from GPUN and that these requests
are made by TROEBLIGER and/or BABCZAK to Stress Control. MYERS said the
examinations and test results art retained by Stress Conto 1, Inc. and are not
seen by anyone in GPUN. He concluded by stating that there is nc GPUN written
procedure that implements the pre-employment psychological screening process.
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Interview of James TROEBLIGER, Area Manager - Human resources (GPUN)

.
On February 3,1983 James TROEBLIGER was interviewed by OI:RI Investigators P.
J. CONNOLLY and R. K. CHRISTOPHER. In a sworn statement (Attachment 2 pertains)
TROEBLIGER stated that he was involved in the recruitment and attempted hiring.

of Thomas QUINN through MLPS. He confirmed the position was an Engineer I in
Start-Up and Test, TMI Unit I. He comented that MLPS is one of numerous
personnel agencies that GPUN works with in the recruitment of pro-fessional and
technical personnel. TROEBLIGER identified Steve MCDONALD as GPUN's exclusive
contact at MLPS. He indicated MCDONALD was the primary MLPS contact because

,

L HCDONALD understands the nuclear industry whereas the other recruiters at MLPS
lack knowledge of the nuclear industry and GPUN's needs.

,

In April 1982 TROEBLIGER recalled that he and Thomas HAWKINS, Manager, Start-Up.

and Test Unit I, interviewed Quinn at MLPS. QUINN was interviewed for a second
time at TMI for the engineering position by TR0EBLIGER, HAWKINS, and Ivan
PORTER, Supervisor, Start-UP and Test Unit I in May 1982. Subsequent to these
interviews, a written offer was made to QUINN, dated May 20, 1982 contingent

.
upon his successful completion of medical and psychological examinations. A

! copy of this written offer is appended to this report as Attachment (3).
| TROEBLIGER said QUINN accepted the offer and was administered the medical and
| psychologocial examinations on May 27, 1982. He said the psychological exami-

*

i
nation was given by Dr. William JENKINS, a Clinical Psychologist with Stress

| Control, Inc. After QUINN took the psychological examination, TROEBLIGER
; recalled that JENKINS contacted him by telephone and told him that QUINN was

unacceptable for unescorted access. TROEBLIGER adamently denied that JENKINS
related to him any specific details that led to JENKINS' conclusion that QUINN
was not acceptable for unescorted access. TROEBLIGER only recalled that -

JENKINS made a general coment about QUINN and " authority", but TROEBLIGER
could not provide any additional details.

TROEBLIGER stated that while there is no femal procedure that implements the
pre-employment psychological screening process, GPUN's policy regarding the
psychological examination is that if any individual fails the examination the
first time, the examinee is given the opportunity to take a retest. In QUINN's
case, TROEBLIGER requested JENKINS to retest QUINN; however, TROEBLIGER re-
iterated that JENKINS did not discuss any details of the rctesting with him.
He indicated the methods employed in the testing procedure fall entirely within
the purview of the examining Psychologist. TROEBLIGER confirmed that GPUN's
personnel records indicated QUINN was retested on June 14, 1982.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: Stress Control, Inc. records indicated QUINN was
actually retested on June 7, 1982. Subsequent interview of the GPUN
personnel secretary who recorded the date at GPUN disclosed that she, in
all probability, had erred in recording the date (See Interview of Susan
BENDER).,
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Subsequent to QUINN's retest, JENKINS contacted TROEBLIGER and advised him
that QUINN was now acceptable for unescorted site access. TROEBLIGER said
that JENKINS provided no explanation or details regarding QUINN's retest and

_his acceptability. TROEBLIGER inuicated that the decision concerning a- -

candidate's acceptability is entirely the responsibility of the psychologist.
TROEBLIGER advised that subseque,nt to the retest, QUINN's starting date as
established as June 28, 1982.

TROEBLIGER denied providing any information regarding the details of QUINN's
psychological testing to any MLPS employee including John EVANS and Steve
MCDONALD. TROEBLIGER further stated that during the recruitment and
processing of QUINN he had no contact with John EVANS at MLPS. He maintained
that his conversations regading QUINN with MLPS were only through Steve
MCDONALD. TROEBLIGER also denied seeing the actual written psychological
exams taken by QUINN. He stated these exams are strictly controlled by Stress
Control, Inc. and are not seen by GPUN personnel.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: During the course of the investigation, John
EVANS identified his legal name as John ZALESKI. TROEBLIGER, as well as

; other individuals interviewed during this investigation advised that they
had never heard of nor had they ever been contacted by an individual
identified as John ZALESKI.

.
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Interview of Dr. William W. JENKINS, Clinical Psychologist,
Stress Control, Inc.

,,

i

~ Dr.-JENKINS was interviewed on February 4, 1983 and again on February 9, 1983
-

'

by OI:RI Investigators R. K. CHRISTOPHER and P. J. CONNOLLY. In a sworn
statement (Attachment 4 pertains)JENKINSstatedthathewasaClinical -

Psychologist assigned to the Stress Control, Inc. Office in Middletown, PA.
His primary role is to administer the pre-employment psychological screening
examinations for new GPUN employees at TMI.,

JENKINS said the psychological examination consists of two separate written
parts requiring true and false answers, followed by an interview of the
examinee by himself. JENKINS described the written examinations as the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Invesntory (MMPI) and the Client Infonnation--

Booklet (CIB). He described the MMPI as a standard psychological examination*

which is used to discriminate between individuals who admit significant
personality problems and those who do not. He said the CIB is a structured
interview created by Stress Control, Inc. to provide a standardized method of
interviewing for all of the utilities who are clients of Stress Control, Inc.

t JENKINS said the purpose of the CIB is to " direct the clinical interview to
pertinent life events and problematic attitudes and behavior." He explained'

the purpose of the entire psychological examination is to detennine if the* . ,

' individual is a health and safety risk, and not to determine the mental
competence of an individual. He comented that the CIB and the clinical
interview investigates six areas. He described them as social development,
task performance, prudence, stress, drugs and alcohol, and honesty. JENKINS
remarked the criteria used to determine the categories are personal history,

,

attitudes and behavior.;

Regarding Thomas QUINN, JENKINS recalled testing him in May 1982. He
confirmed that QUINN was administered both written tests and was interviewed
at length. JENKINS said that after the examination, he discussed his findings
with Dr. Howard GLAZER, the President and Chief Operating Officer for Stress
Control, Inc. He said he did this because Stree Control, Inc. has a policy that
all potential rejections must first be discussed with GLAZER. JENKINS said
they were in agreement that QUINN was unacceptable for unescorted site
access. According to JENKINS, the basis for the rejection was QUINN's
resistence to authority, his questionable honesty, and his lack of prudence.

JENKINS said he subsequently relayed this conclusion of unacceptability to
James TROEBLIGER, and he (TROEBLIGER) requested that QUINN be given a retest.
JENKINS explained that during this conversation he told TROEBLIGER that QUINN

|
had an accident record and enjoyed fighting traffic tickets. JENKINS denied

|
giving any specific information regarding the results of QUINN's examination

j to TROEBLIGER or anyone else in GPUN. Additionally, he denied identifying the
three areas of concern mentioned previously, and stated it is the policy of

,

| Stress Control, Inc. not to provide any information about an individual's test
j results to GPUN or anyone else.

I

i
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JENKINS explained that GPUN receives a form letter from Stress Control
which only indicates whether any individual is cceeptable or not acceptable, Inc.

for unescorted site access.
notification letter which is appended to this report as Attachment (5).JENKINS provided a blank copy of this formal

'

t I
-.,

i

JENKINS stated that he had never heard of a finn called Main Line Personnel
-

Service, Inc. until after the QUINN incident and does not know and has neverspoken to Stephen MCDONALD or John EVANS of MLPS.
has never heard of or been contacted by an individual by the name of JohnAdditionally, he said heZALESKI. .

.

i

;

JENKINS advised that QUINN was retested on June 7,1982 and denied that he hadt

any contact with QUINN prior to the retest.(~
QUINN take the CIB again since it wasMMPI on the retest because in his opinion, it would be meaningless to haveHe said QUINN was given only the
JENKINS what the areas of conern were. obvious from the initial interview with

>

JENKINS said did not change the
answers on QUINN's CIB regarding the taking of company tools or his answer

,

'

regarding a questions about job related accidents.
his second interview with QUINN; he did change QUINN's answers to fourJENKINS said that based on
questions on the CIB which are discussed in detail in JENKINS' statement.
JENKINS explained that it is normal to change answers on a retest when anindividual explains the basis fo'r his answers.

,

that were changed on QUINNS' CIB were not relevait to whether or not he wasHe emphasized that the answersacceptable.

JENKINS said that after the re-examination, he discussed the results with DrGLAZER.
He said they concluded that QUINN would be acceptable for site access

because QUINN's scale six percentage on the MMPI in the paranoia area had
.

dropped from 70% to 64% on the retest.;

QUINN's hostility to authority was not out of the ordinary.JENKINS explained this to mean that
!

QUINN would not jeopardize public health and safety by deliberately damaginga result of the examination answers and clinical evaluation, it was felt that
Additionally, as

plant systems.

JENKINS concluded by summarizing that since he discussed in detail the problem
areas with QUINN during the first examination he felt it was reasonable to
assume that QUINN knew the reasons for his rejection were these three problema reas.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE:

that the week in which QUINN was tested was JENKINS' first week ofDuring the interview of JENKINS, it was learned
employment with Stress Conto 1, Inc. at TMI.

m

e

|
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Interview of Dr. Howard GLAZER, President and Chief Operating Officer, i
,

Corporate Stree Control . Inc.
,.

.

Dr. Howard GLAZER was interviewed on February 4,1983 and again on February 14,
1983 by 01:RI Investigators, R. K. CHRISTOPHER and P. J. CONNOLLY. In a sworn
statement, (Attachment 6 pertains) GLAZER said that in early May 1982 he was

.

contacted by Dr. William JENKINS, the Stree Control Psychologist at Three Mile !
~ Island. He said Dr. Jenkins reviewed with him the findings of his access
authorization screening with Thomsas QUINN. GLAZER said he agreed with JENKINS'

- findings that Mr. QUINN exhibited three areas of difficulty, specifically:
1) resistance to authority; 2) prudence, and 3) honesty. He explained that
because of these three problem areas QUINN was found to be unacceptable for
unescorted access.

.

GLAZER recalled instructing JENKINS to contact James TR0EBLIGER at TMI and to
tell him that QUINN enjoyed getting speeding tickets on purpose in order to
fight them in court. GLAZER said he felt this comment faily typified QUINN's
behavior to TROEBLIGER without compromising QUINN's confidentiality.

'

Regarding QUINN's retest, GLAZER said there is no standard policy set forth by
,

; GPUN or Stress Control, Inc. as to how to proceed with a second evaluation. He
| said the decision as to how to conduct the second evaluation is a clinical.

matter determined on a case by case basis by Dr. JENKINS and him.

GLAZER said that following the second interview of QUINN, he was again contacted
by Dr. JENKINS. He said QUINN showed a significant reduction in his M PI scores
relating to his resistance to authority and the test validity scores indicated
the reduction was not due to purposeful attempts at deceit. GLAZER said for
this reason, plus their professional opinion (GLAZER's and JENKINS') QUINN did
not present a health and safety risk., he (QUINN) was determined to be acceptable
for unescorted site access.

While noting that he was authorized to do so, GLAZER denied that he personally
ever passed on details of the results of QUINN's psychological tests to anyone
in GPUN. Additionally, GLAZER denied ever hearing of MLPS or of knowing or
having any contact with Steve MCDONALD, John EVANS or a John ZALESKI at MLPS.

GLAZER concluded by stating that in his opinion, the psychological test in
question'cannot be " faked". He said the M PI contains a number of validity
scales and configurations to indicate if an individual is attempting to use
deceiption, and that while the CIB is used as the basis for a structured
evaluation of the examinee, the examining Psychologist formulates his
professional opinion of the examinee based on the personal, fact to face
evaluation.

3
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Interview of Donna B. DOBBS, Stress Control, Inc. Secretary,
on February 9,1983

_
,

~

Mrs. Donna B. DOBBS, a secretary employed with Stress Control, Inc.,112 Brown
Street, Middletown, PA was interviewed by 01:RI Investigators R. Keith CHRISTO-
PHER and Peter J. CONNOLLY, at the Stress Control Middletown, PA office. .DOBBS
has been employed with Stress Contol, Inc., Middletown, PA, since December'

1981. DOBBS comented that besides general secretarial work, she also adminis-
~ ters the,two written parts of the Stress Control psychological exam to GPUN

.

applicants and employees. She noted that the tests are administered in the
L Stress Control Middletown, PA, office. She remarked that both sections, the

WIPI and the CIB, are given to the examinee at the same time. She explained
!

that there is no time limit to the exams; however, the tests are generally
,'

completed within two hours. After the completion of the exams, DOBBS grades
the CIB and enters the answer sheet from the MMPI into a pre-programed computer
for grading. Additionally, DOBBS prepares a folder consisting of the CIB and
the results of the MMPI for the perusual of the examining Psychologist, Dr.
WilliamfJENKINS, who then interviews the examinee. She indicated that the
numerical scores on both exams are not interpreted by her, but only by Dr.
JENKINS.

'

DOBBS commented that after completion of the psychological exams, she contacts
the GPUN TMI I personnel if the examinee has sur:cessfully passed the test. She
explained that Dr. JENKINS will generally notify the TMI Personnel Office if'

; the examinee has failed the psychological exam.

DOBBS confirmed that she administered the two written portions of the psycho-
logical exam to Thomas QUINN on May 27, 1982 following the aforementioned
procedures. Afterwards, she was aware the QUINN had been found unacceptable by

| Dr. JENKINS; however, she did not know the problem areas in QUINN's first test
which resulted in his unacceptability. DOBBS could not recall if she was

' contacted by QUINN concerning the scheduling of a retest. She did remember,

overhearing a telephone conversation between Dr. JENKINS and GPUN Personnel
Recruiter, James TROEBLIGER, regarding QUINN shortly after the first exami-
nation. She recalled JENKINS asking TROEBLIGER if he was aware that QUINN had
been involved in job related accidents with a previous employer. She also
remt .bered JENKINS telling TROEBLIGER that QUINN liked to speed through speed
trat in order to receive a ticket and fight it in court. DOBBS could not
recall any other details of the conversation including any remarks about'

borrowing company tools. DOBBS remembered that during QUINN's retesting on
June 7,1982, she only administered the MMPI section of the two part written
psychological exam. Afterwards, the MMPI answer sheet was graded by the

,

computer and the results were provided to Dr. JENKINS, who conducted a second
! interview of QUINN. She noted that QUINN was found acceptable for unescorted

access after the completion of the second psychological exam.

DOBBS asseverated that to the best of her knowledge, neither she nor Dr.
;

JENKINS have had any contacts with MLPS. Additionally, she does not know any
|
- MLPS employees including John EVANS, John ZALESKI and Stephen MCDONALD. DOBBS

|
was unable to provide any additional pertinent infomation.

|-
|
,
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Interview of John J. EVANS, MLPS Sales Manager

01:RI Investigators R. K. CHRISTOPHER and P. J. CONNOLLY.On February 7,1983, John J. EVANS was interviewed at MLPS, Bela Cynwyd.

, PA by'

sworn statement (Attachment 7 pertains), EVANS advised that his legal name isPrior to signing hisi
.

John J. ZALESKI; however, he stated that he does not use his legal surname atMLPS but uses the name EVANS.
during GPUN's recruiting and hiring process of QUINN.Hb commented that he represented Thomas QUINN!

Stephen MCDONALD had all the direct contsets with GPUN personnel during thisEVANS explained that '(

from GPUN regarding QUINN's candidacy to EVANS and he (EVANS) would pass thisAccording to EVANS, MCDONALD passed pertinent information he received
process.

,

( information onto QUINN.
EVANS related that after QUINN received a job offerfrom GPUN, he (QUINN

.

to EVANS, a few days)after QUINN took the psychologocial examination a GPUNtook a medical and psychological examination. According.

representative telephoned MCDONALD and advised him without providing any
.

additional information that QUINN would have to take the psychological test
QUINN and advised him that he would have to go back and see "the shrink" againAfter being informed of this fact by MCDONALD, EVANS said he telephoned
over.;

'

During this conversation and in subsequent conversation with QUINN
QUINN did not discuss with him ~any details of his psychological test.

.

, EVANS said

averred that since he was completely ignorant of the details of the psycholog-EVANSi

ical testing he did not mention any problem areas of the test; howeverk.
called mentioning areas to QUINN that he had observed during his interviews of, he re-

QUINN that could have caused problems, citing as examples his flippant attitude,and a-lack of patience with paperwork.

do any " judicious lying" on the retest and also denied that he (EVANS) had aEVANS adamantly denied telling QUINN to
friend in GPUN personnel who provided him with information about QUINN's fi

i

psychological exam.i

He categorically denied any imprcprieties on his part and'rst

claimed that he personally did not have any contact with GPUN or Stress ControlInc. during the recruiting and hiring process of QUINN. ,

EVANS concluded with the opinion that QUINN was making the allegation in an
effort to pressure MLPS to drop its civil suit against him to recover the job

,-

placement fee.

!

.,

4
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Interview of Stephen J. MCDONALD MLPS Employment Counselor
!

On February 8,1983 Stephen J. MCDONALD was interviewed by OI:RI Investigators.

-R. K. CHRISTOPHER and P. J. CONNOLLY at MLPS, Bala Cynwyd, PA. In a sworn
-statement (Attachment 8 pertains), MCDONALD advised that since 1979 he has
been the primary contact between'MLPS and GPUN. He related that his principle
contact with GPUN during this time period has been James TROEBLIGER. MCDONALD :
said that even though Thomas QUINN was represented by MLPS Sales Manager, John !
EVANS, who is MCDONALD's supervisor, he personally had all formal contacts
with GPUN regarding QUINN. He remarked that upon receiving info'rmation from
TROEBLIGER regarding QUINN he would then pass the information onto EVANS who
would relay it to QUINN.

MCDONALD recalled that after QUINN was offered the GPUN job he was given.

i medical and psychological examinations as a condition of employment.
Subsequently, MCDONALD said he received a telephone call from TROEBLIGER who:

advised him that the Psychologist wanted to see QUINN again. MCDONALD
recalled asking TROEBLIGER "why" and TROEBLIGER reportedly responded that he
didn't know why. MCDONALD asserted that TROEBLIGER at no time discussed any
infornation about QUINN's psychological test with him. MCDONALD said he then
informed EVANS who contacted QUINN; however, MCDONALD said he did not know any
details of the subsequent conversation between QUINN and EVANS. MCDONALD
noted that he would not have shared in the placement fee which MLPS would have
received for the placing of QUINN even though he handled all- the contacts from
GPUN regarding QUINN. MCDONALD concluded that he has never had personal
contact with Stress Control, Inc. and has never been provided with any
personal information about any clients psychologicsal screening by individuals
from GPUN or Stress Control, Inc.

.
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Interview of Mr. Thomas HAWKINS, Manager, Start-Up and Test TMI Unit I
,

Thomas HAWKINS was interviewd on February 9,1983 by 01:RI Investigator R
<

Keith CHRISTOPHER.
HAWKINS said he first became involved with the alleger

.

(Thomas QUINN)'sometime in April or May 1982 when he accompanied James TROE-
.

BLIGER to the MLPS office in Bala C
visit was to interview candidate's (ynwyd, PA. HAWKINS said the purpose of this

including QUINN) for various positions atTMI Unit I. ..

{

of technical expertise for a position in Start-Up and Test at Unit I.HAWKINS said his interview of QUINN was limited to ascertaining QUINN's level
TMI for a second interview.said that after this initial interview, he recomended that QUINN be brought toHAWKINS

he requested James TROEBLIGER to make an offer to QUINN for a position as anHAWKINS continued that after the second interview,Engineer I, in Start-Up and Test..

does it is always with Stephen MCDONALD who is the primary GPUN contact atRegarding MKPS, HAWKINS said he rarely deals with them directly, but when heMLPS.
HAWKINS stated that ne has never had any direct contact with Mr. John

EVANS at MLPS regarding any candidate, including QUINN.

HAWKINS said he had no involvement in arranging for QUINN's psychological
screening examination as this was a function handled by James TROEBLIGER.

'
.

'

Additionally, HAWKINS denied that he ever talked to QUINN directly or indirectly
about the psychological test, either before or after it was administered, and| denied having any knowledge of QUINN's test results.
knowledge of the test as it related to QUINN was limited to a telephone call he

i He stated his only
i

received from James TROEBLIGER informing him that QUINN had failed the psycho-! logical examination.
to why QUINN failed the testHAWKINS said he (TROEBLIGER) gtve him no infonnation as!

and only asked him whether or not he (HAWKINS
*

wanted QUINN to be given an o,pportunity to take a retest to which he answere)daffinnatively.

which is difficult to fill because of the salary schedule, but was not aHAWKINS described the position of Engineer I, Start-Up and Test, as a position
" critical billet" as far as Unit I start-up was concerned.
by terming QUINN ss a " good prospect HAWKINS concluded

but nothing special" and as such denied
attempting to assert any pressure on,TROEBLIGER in order to hire QUINN despitethe results of his first psychological examination.

. , - _ - _ _ . ._ _ _ . . _ . _ . . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - . _ _ _
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Interview.of'Ivan D. PORTER, Supervisor, Start-Up and Test, TMI Unit !

Ivan D. PORTER, was interviewed on February 9, 1983 by 01:RI Investigetor
P. J. CONNOLLY at TMI. PORTER stated that he interviewed ?.tINN for about 20

Iminutes during QUINN's recruiting visit at TMI during May FAl2. He remem-
bered QUINN was being considered for Engineer I Start-Up and Test Unit I.-

He recalled the interview centered around QUINN's aptitude and experience
for that position. He stated .that QUINN was a good applicant since he had
the practical experience and academic background for the position.. PORTER
remarked however, there was no exigency that QUINN be immediately hired.

i He pointed out that the same engineering position was only filled during
late January 1983. He added that though this position remained open its

did not create any hardship nor did it result in any extra overtime for
personnel in his section. PORTER stated that he had no contact with any
representative from either MLPS or Stress Control Inc. regarding QUINN or
anyone else. He denied that there was any pressure placed on GPUN Personnel
to hire QUINN. His attitude towards hiring of QUINN was that he could take
the job or leave it.

i

.
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Interview of Stephen liABCZAK, Personnel Administrator, GPUN a

Stephen BABCZAK was interviewed on February 8,1983 by 01:RI Investigators.

R. K. CHRISTOPHER and P. J. CONNOLLY. He advised that he has been employed by
GPUN for approximately ten years. He said he has been assigned to TMI since
June,1982 and that his primary Yunction is to recruit technical personnel for
" exempt" positions at TMI. BABCZAK clarified that by " exempt" positio.,s he Q
was referring to non-bargaining unit, salaried positions such as the '

professional engineers. He confirmed that he and his supervisor (James
TROEBLIGER) were responsible for recruiting these positions.

BABCZAK confimed that he has used MLPS as a recruiting tool for various
" positions he is seeking to fill. He said that he has continued a practice

started by TROEBLIGER of only dealing with one individual at MLPS who he.

identified as Stephen MCDONALD. BABCZAK said this one point of contact is.
: used to eliminate confusion and duplicate contacts with MLPS. He said all

referrals from MLPS to GPUN are directed through MCDONALD, regardless of!

whether or not he (MCDONALD) is actually representing the individual.

Regarding the recruitment and processing of Thomas QUINN, BABCZAK said he had
no recollection of any telephone or personal. contacts with Stephen MCDONALD,

,

; John EVANS or anyone else from MLPS. He specifically denied that he received.

any infonnation from Stress Control, Inc. regarding the results of the
psychological examination administered to Thomas QUINN and denied passing any
such detailed infomation on to John EVANS or anyone else at MLPS. Hes

reiterated that his only contacts with MLPS are through Stephen MCDONALD.-

: BABCZAK said that in any, event, as he was not aware of the results of QUINN's
psychological examination, he could not have passed on the infomation. *

BABCZAK said that Stress Control, Inc., and specifically Dr. JENKINS, only
tells TROEBLIGER or him whether or not an individual is acceptable for
unescorted site access, and does not provide any details of the examination
results. BABCZAK said as a part of its testing procedure, Stress Control,
Inc. emphasizes to the prospective candidates the confidentiality of the test,

and its results. He said the only' action taken after Stress Control, Inc.
advises GPUN of an individual's failure in the psychological examination is to
determine from the site technical staff whether or not they would like the
individual to be retested. BABCZAK concluded that as a nomal practice, the
majority of individuals are given the opportunity to take a retest. He also
clarified that the methods and the extent of re-examination of an individualis left to the professional judgement of the Stress Control psychologist.

.

.
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Interview of Susan E. BENDER, Personnel Secretary, GPUN

On February 10, 1983, Susan E. BENDER TMI Personnel . Secretary, GPUN, was !

; intervie'wed by 01:RI Investigators R. Keith CHRISTOPHER and P. J. CONNOLLY.-

BENDER said she recalled that on or about May 27, 1982, she received a
tele 1 phone call from Donna DOBBS., a secretary with Stress Control, Inc.,
advising her that Thomas QUINN had been found unacceptable for unescorted
access to the plant site as a result of a psychlogoical exam he had taken on
May 27, 1982. BENDER continued that she then notified Jim TROEBLIGER, QUINN's
GPUN recruiter. According to BENDER, subsequently, TROEBLIGER instructed her
to call Stress Control, Inc. and set up a date for a re-examination of QUINN.
BENDER said she then contacted DOBBS and scheduled a date for the retest.
Afterwards, BENDER said she contacted QUINN by telephone and advised him of

' the date for the retest. . BENDER said she recalled that DOBBS subsequently
informed her that QUINN had been found acceptable for unescorted access.
According to BENDER, she was not briefed during any of her contacts with
Stress Control, Inc. as to why QUINN had been found unacceptable on the first
exam, and acceptable on-the second exam. BENDER said that normally, after the
notifying telephone calls, GPUN Personnel routinely receives a form letter of
non-acceptability or acceptability from Stress Control, Inc. BENDER said the
form letters regarding QUINN were placed in his personnel file, and noted that
neither letter contained any details of the results of his psychological
examination. She elaborated that the form letter simply states whether a
candidate is acceptable or non-acceptable for unescorted access to the plant
site.

BENDER said she. remembered that when she telephoned QUINN to confirm his
reporting date, he was non-committal and directed her to contact MLPS. A week
later, BENDER recounted, she learned that QUINN had rejected GPUN's employment
offer.

.

BENDER explained further that her records showed QUINN was re-examined on June
14, 1982; however, she admitted that this was in error since the Stress
Control records showed QUINN was retested on June 7,1982. BENDER added that
.the aforementioned letters from Stress Control, Inc. concerning QUINN's
unacceptability were unexplainably missing frcm his personnel file.

In conclusion, BENDER stated she was not aware of any details of QUINN's
psychological examinations and was unable to provide any, additional pertinent.

information.

|
|
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Reinterview of Janes TROEBLIGER

On February 10, 1983 Jares TROEBLIGER was reinterviewed by 01:RI Investigators
P. J. CONNOLLY and R. K. CHRISTOPHER. TROEBLIGER continued to deny providing.

| any details of Thomas QUINN's psychological examination to MLPS employees,
including John EVANS and Stephen MCDONALD. He maintained that Dr. William

. JENKINS of Stress Control, Inc. did not discuss with him any specific problem-
areas in QUINN's psychological exam.t

TROEBLIGER was questioned concerning JENKINS' assertion that he told TROEBLIGER-

that QUINN had an asccident record and liked to fight speeding tickets.
TROEBLIGER said he could not recall if JENKINS mentioned these topics, and
-added he could only recall .JENKINS saying something about authority; however,;

F TROEBLIGER could not provide any additional details regarding the conversation.
He denied that he had passed any information to MLPS regarding QUINN's accidente .

record and his propensity to fight speeding tickets.

TROEBLIGER advised further that he does not know, nor has he ever had any
contact with, John ZALESKI (EVANS' legal name). He maintained that Stephen
MCDONALD was his sole point of contact with MLPS during the QUINN process. He
also explained that of all the GPUN Personnel employees, only he and Stephen
BABCZAK liaisoned with MLPS regarding professional and technical applicants.

.,
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Interviews of Additional GPUN Personnel
,

'

On February 7,1983, Paul G. CHRISTMAN, Manager, Plant Administration, TMI I,
provided DI:RI Investigator Raymond SHEPHERD with names of 22 GPU Nuclear-
employees' who were hired through MLPS during the period January 1,1980 through -

January 31, 1983. He said that 17 of those individuals are presently employed
at the TMI facility but that two of them were off-duty and would not be avail-
able for interview. Two of the 22' ind|viduals are employed at the Oyster ~
Creek facility and one individual is employed.at the GPU office in Reading, PA.

7 The investigators interviewed 15 of the aforementioned individuals at the TMI
facilit,y and two other individuals who were hired through MLPS and are em-
ployed at the GPUN Corporate Haadquarters in Parsippany, NJ. The names of the
17 individuals who were interviewed and five individuals who were not avail-
able for interview are listed as Attachment (9). All of those who were in- .

terviewed said that they had successfully passed the psychological examina-
tions given to them during their initial screening process and that they were
not required to take a second psychological examination. They also said that
they had not been provided with answers to any of the questions that were .

asked during the psychological examinations and that they did not know
of anyone who was given answers to any questions or who provided answers to -

any other individual in order to he'lp such individual pass a psychological,

: examination.
*

Mr. CHRISTMAN also provided the investigator with the names of 41 individuals
who were being considered for employment with GPUN during the period Jan-
uary 1, 1980 through January 31, 1983 and who failed to pass the initial

i
psychological screening process. He said that those individuals were re-
quired to take and successfully complete a second psychological examination!

as a condition of employment. He said that 23 of those individuals are
; .

presently employed at the TMI facility but that one of them was off-duty
.

'

and would not be available for interview. Five of the 41 individuals,

including Thomas QUINN, were never hired and 11 others resigned or were
terminated after they were hired. Thomas QUINN and one other individual

were the only two individuals out of that group who were
referred to GPUN by Main Line Personnel. One of the 41 individuals is
employed at the GPUN office and anothe'r is employed at the

The investigators interviewed all but one of the
23 individuals who are still employed at the TMI facility. The names of
the individuals who were interviewed, including QUINN, and 18 individuals
who were not availabe for interview are listed in Attachment (10). All
of those who were interviewed with the exception of QUINN, said that they
had not been provided with answers to any of.the questions that were asked
during the psychological examinations or in any way coached as to how to

i

answer the test questions. They also said that they did not know of anyoneI

who was given answers to any. questions or who provided answers to any other
individual in order to help such individual pass the psychological examina-

| tion.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: is no longer employed by GPUN.
r

.
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STATUS OF INVESTIGATION

The status of this investigation is CLOSED. Investigition related to the-

receipt and handling of this allegation by GPU senior management is cddressed
separately in 01:RI Report of Investigation 1-83-004.
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ATTACH'MENIS-

r

1. Sworn statement of Thomas QUINN/ February 2,1983 -

2. Sworn statement of James TROEBLIGER/ February 3,1983 I
.

.

3. Copy of GPUN employment offer to QUINN/May 24, 1982

4. Sworn statement of Dr. William JENKINS/ February 9,1983
;

5. Blank copy of Stress Control Pre-employment Screening Report ... undated -

6. Sworn statement of Dr. Howard GLAZER / February 14, 1983

7. Sign sworn statement of John EVANS / February 8,1983

8. Sworn statement of Stephet. J. MCDONALD / February 8, 1983

9. Listing of GPUN employees interviewed ... undated

10. Listing of interviewed employees hired through Main Line Personnel
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Place: Norristown, PA
Date: January 28, 1983

STATEMENT

I,i Thomas Quinn, hereby make the following voluntary statement to Peter Connolly

and R. Keith Christopher who have identified themselves to ma as Investigators
with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I make this statement freely with.

;

no threats or promises of reward having been made to me.
.

As background information I am currently employed as a Product Development Engineer
-

with the Certainteed Corporation in Blue Bell, PA. I have been with this company
for five years. I have a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Physics with a minor in elect-

i ronics.

In approximately March of 1982 I received an unsolicated telephone call from an

individual who represented Main Line Personnel Services of 111 Presidential 31vd.,

P.O. Drawer 526, Bala Cynwryd, PA. This firm is best described as a " headhunter"

firm that recruits personnel to fill the needs of various corporations. Dering this
'

phone conversation I was asked if I was interested in an engineering position to
which I replied "yes". As a result, Main Line Personnel arranged an interview

for me with the Johnson and Johnson Company. This interview took place at the
Main Line Personnel Office but I was not selected for that position.

.

Subsequent to this interview I was approached by Mr. John Evans, who is also a
e

representative for Main Line Personnel. Evans asked me if I was interested in a

job at a nuclear power plant. Although I had never worked at a nuclear plant
,

before I said "yes". Evans said his speciality was in placing people in engineering
'

.

.
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positions in the nuclear industry.
,

Several weeks later in mid April 1982 Evans called me and asked if I would consider

working at.Three Mile Island and he indicated there may be an engineering position

open at TMI. He did not provide any details about the position at that time. A
,

week or two later Evans called me again and said he had scheduled sn interview
<

| for me with GPU Nuclear on May 5,1982. He described the position as a " Control
!

lSystems Engineer". He said this interview would be with a Tom Hawkins who is
i

Manager of Startup and Test at TMI' Unit 1. On May 5 I went to the interview at

, Main Line Personnel where I was interviewed by Mr. Hawkins. Hawkins described
1

the job as a Control Systems Engineer responsible for insta.11ation, calibration and
i

! inspection of reactor control systems. Hawkins said the position title was Engineer

I and that there would be technicians working under me. After the interview Evans

. 'debri e fed me to find out about the interview and told me that based on general
t

.

lI comments from Hawkins he (Evans) thought I would get the job. Five or six days
.

'

later I got another call from Evans who told me Hawkins liked me and wanted to

schedule a.second interview at TMI on May 17, 1982. I agreed to this and on May 17,
1

1982 I went to TMI where I was interviewed by Mr. James Troebliger, the TMI Per-
.,

sonnel Manager, Ivan Porter, who I would be working directly for, and again by

Tom Hawk' ins. During this time Troebliger advised me that if I was offered the

job I would be required to take a physical examination and psychological fitness

'

He gave no specifics on these tests other than to say they would be extensive' test.
, .

examinations.

& }C
'
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On the following day after the interviews (May 18,1982) Evans called me again

and related that GPU Nuclear was offering me a position for an annual salary of i

$26,000 per year as an Engineer in Startup and-Test. Evans asked me if I wanted

the position and I told him I wanted to think about it and would like to see the

offer in writing. On May 19, 1982 I called.Mr. Vroebliger at TMI and he confirmed

the offer. I also indicated to him that I would like to see the offer in writing.
i

| About 1 1/2 hours after I talked to Troebliger, Evans called me and abrasively

asked me why I didn't want the job. I told Evans that I didn't say that I didn't -

want the job but that I wanted the offer in writing and I wanted-to think about

the offer before accepting it. Evans used high pressure sales tactics to try and

force me to formally accept the position but I did not at that time accept. Evans

called me another time after this call and said if I didn't take the job at that
'

time that I may lose the job offer. I acquiesced'at that time and told him I would

take the job. On May 19, 1982 I then called Troebliger and told him I would take

the position. At that time, Torebliger scheduled me to take a physical and psycholog-

ical examination on May 27, 1982 at Three Mile Island. Several days later I received

.a letter dated May 20, 1982 which was signed by Troebliger.- This letter offered me

the position contingent upon my successful completion of the pre-employment physical

examination and pyschological testing.
!

On May 27, 1982 I went to Three Mile Island and took an extensive medical examina-.

tion which lasted all morning. During the afternan of the 27th I was sent to

Stress Control Inc.,113 Brown St., Middletown, PA, to take the psychological tests.

.

t
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I was administered two psychological examinations by a woman administrative assistant.

The first test was the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Investory (MMPI) which *

WeWMitig
. was consisted of T25 true anB false questions that were answered on a separate

computer answering sheet. After this test, which lasted 21/2 hours. I took a short

break and then the same administrative assistant provided me a second psychological

test consisting of approximately 200 true and false questions. I am not sure what
this test was called. The test was in tabloid' form and the questions were marked on

the test itself. After the completion of the second test I was interviewed by a

cale psychiatrist who asked me general questions about my background and other

personal information. While I was talking to him, the psychiatrist received the.

results of the psychological tests. He then thumbed through the second test and

. asked me for explanations of answers to certain questions. He asked me specifically

about work related accidents, and my answer to a question related to the taking

of company tools plus questions about challenging of speeding tickets. At the
.

conclusion of this interview which lasted approximately 11/2 hours the Doctor did

not make comments or judgements to me regarding the results of the test. I was

frank and as honest as possible in answering the Doctor's question and also the
.

questions on both psychological tests.
.

The following day, May 28, 1982, Evans called me. He uttered some obscenities and

told me that I had failed the psychological test. Evans also told me not to worry

about failing since everybody gets a second chance. I asked Evans what he meant by

that and he said that the law says that they had to give me two chances to pass.the
test. Evans told me to call Stress Control and arrange a date to be retested and

provided the telephone number f5r Stress Conto 1. Evans then said "for Chrissakes
~

.

.

IWA fdMwl J J[g3 ! c._
-

,. :-.
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don't be so cra'zy this time."
The conversation ended with me objecting to Evans'

comment that I was crazy. During this argument Evans told me "it doesn't matter

whether you are crazy or not, just don't act crazy for the shrink." Immediately

after this conversation I contacted Stress Control and arranged a date to retake
psychological examinations. The date was established as June 07, 1982. There

.

was no conversation with Stress Control about taking the retest at that time.
!\ -

.

On June 03, 1982 Evans called me and indicated that he knew that I had scheduled
,

the retest on June 07, 1982.
Evans said "I have some information that will be'very '

I

hel pful , my boy."
When I asked him what it was Evans told me that he had a"ver* ,

good friend in the personnel office at GPU Nuclear who gave me the results of your
1

psychological test.
Evans also told me that his friend in GPU told him (Evans)

-

the specific areas I failed in the test and what answers I needed to give on the
retest in order to pass the test. Evans said "There are three major areas of con-
cern."

(1) Resistence to regulations

(2) Job related accidents

(3) Borrowing of company tools

With regards to f3 I can't remember exactly what he was talking about. I responded
, .

"What am I suppose to do about it?" Evans commented "What you have to do when

you go back is a little judicious lying." I responded that the test emphasized
the need to tell the truth; Evans answered "Quinn, that's all bullshit." Evans

then questioned me about certain answers on the exam which he indicated he had

been told about by his GPU friend. He questioned me about my answers to questions

.

-

'.] :
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.about job related accidents. I told him that I had informed the psychiatrist of
'

four job related accidents one of which I was responsible for the spilling of
250,000 gallons of water at one of Certainteed's Plants. Evans told me " don't

;

' tell the psychiatrist about any more job related accidents." The next topic he

brought up was the resistance to regulations concern which related to my habit -

0of fighting speeding tickets. Paraphrasing him he told me to cool it with my
!

answers in this area and tell them I wasn't fightinn the tickets.

I

.

The third area of concern he specifically asked me was about an. answer to a question

regarding whether or not it was proper for me to borrow plant tools, take them home

for my own personal use, and take them back to the plant later.
|

|
'

' Evans said I should change my answer to indicate that it was not proper to borrow
1

! the tools because that was the answer GPU wanted. Evans made it clear to me that

his GPU friend indicated that these three areas were the ones I needed to lie on
in order to pass the test and get the job. Evans closed the conversation by saying

" don't tell anyone about this, because I can get in big trouble and so can my

friend in We personnel eN because I am not supposed to know any of this stuff.",

! All of the above areas of concerns that I had supposedly failed were on the second

examination that I had taken and none of these questions were on the MMPI. On
|

June 07, 1982 I went back to Stress Control and the same woman gave me the MMPI

test again but did not give me the second exam a second time. Afterwards, I was

interviewed again by the same psychiatrist. During the interview, the Doctor used
'

the exact same words as Evans when Evans said "we have three major areas of concern."~

The Doctor went on to list the three areas of concern again which. Evans had previously'

articulated. While the Doctor'was questioning me ab6ut these areas he had in front

of him the second exam and its answers which I had taken on May 27. I told him that,

.

%W Q Attachment 1
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I wanted to change my answer regarding the question of borrowing company tools.
.

The Doctor changed my answer in the test booklet. The Doctor also asked me another

question about work related accidents and in following Evans previously discussed

instructions, I lied to him and told him that there were no other job related

accidents. The mannerisms of the Doctor, in my opinion, were such that I felt

he wanted me to change the answers whether true or not in order for me to pass

the exam. There we're other questions that the Doctor asked me about regarding
.

the three areas of concern that I lied to him about in following Evans' instructions

but I cannot remember specifically what they are. At the conclusion of the interview

which lasted about 45 minutes the Doctor didn't make comments about my suitability

or nonsuitability for the job.

.

On the following day, June 8,1982, Evans called and advised that I had passed the

test. I remember his first line was " fooled them, didn't we." Evans also told me,

that my starting date would be June 28, 1982. Several days later I received a

call from a GPU Personnel Secretary, identified only as Sue, who confirmed my starting

| date. She advised me that she was forwarding information to assist me in my move.

After pondering the way I had been instructed to be dishonest in the answering of
.

the above areas at the recommendation of a GPU Employee through Evans I decided
*

not to take the position and I subsequently contacted my attorney, John J. Kilcoyne,

who advised Evans that I was not going to take the job because of the improprities

involved in the test.

1
,

.

.. . - . . .
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Subsequent to my declination of the position I was contacted by the same GPU Secretary

regarding my move. She did not know that I had declined the position. E

.

!

I should note that other than the initial offer letter I received from GPU on I

May 20, 1982 I had no contact with anyone in GPU Management regarding the results

of my psychological test or my retest nor did I personnaly receive a final formal

offer of employment from GPU Nuclear. All of the contacts were between Mr. Evans

and someone in GPU.

I have read and understand the above eight page statement which was prepared by

NRC Investigators, Peter Connolly and R. Keith Christopher, from information I

.provided them in the presence of my attorney on January 28, 1982. I made and in-

itialed any necessary corrections and have signed my name in ink in the margin of
1

cach page. I swear that the foregoing statement is t ue and correct. Signed on

J Pduua '6R at (0.'O AM .

Date J Time

SIGNATURE: fw/A /h M
- ' '

se.6 w ,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 'M.zc.m/ day of[fL. ,1935, (
at 3:.2d Sm../d,. |%p -)$,.-J+> il.
INVESTIGATOR: de /k. _ ._,

Ngme , f.'

' '

WITNESS:
.

e ,vt /*[
" '

| |'ame .

it e %.

|

|-
e

!

.

I

!
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STATEMENT

I, James Troebliger, hereby make the following%.. voluntary statement to
.f.3R. K. Christopher and P. J. Connolly, who ' identified themselves to me as

Investigators with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I make this state-

ment freely with no threats or promises of reward having been made to me.
,

I am presently Area Managerg'uman Resources, General Public Utilities (GPU).

Nuclear, Three Mile Island, PA. I have been employed in the personnel field
.

with GPU for app ,ximately 10) years. I have been at TMI since the Unit 2
. accident in March 1979. My position involves the recruiting, hiring and
!

processing of all personnel at TMI.

!

I was involved in the recruitment and attempted hiring of Thomas Quinn through,

Main Line Personnel Services (MLPS), located in the Philadelphia Metropolitan,

. .

MLPS is one of numerous personnel agencies GPU works with in recruitingarea.

personnel. Basically, we give them specific positions that we are looking for,,

'

people to fill and the requirements for those particular positions. We have

been using MLPS for the last eight to nine years. Our exclusive point of

contact with MLPS is Steve MacDonald. We use MacDonald because he understands

the nuclear industry whereas the other employees of are only interested in

pecuniary gain and lack knowledge of the nuclear industry and our needs.
I|

,

In March 1982 we posted a position with MLPS for Engineer I in Unit 1 Startup
!
'

and Test. Subsequently in late April 1982, myself and Tom Hawkins interviewed
'

between eight and twelve people at MLPS, one of whom was Thomas Quinn. As a

result'of that interview, Quinn was given a second interview at TMI for the

Q position. As a result, we made a written offer to Quinn, dated -20 May 1982,

ontingent upon his successful completion of medical and psychological
.

!

. - - - - . - . - _ . _. . . -' ' * : T 'l . . - - _ . . - . - . _ . - _ - _ . _ . ._ - -
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STATEMENT
-

,

examinations. The written offer had been preceded by a verbal offer that I. '

made directly to MacDonald at MLPS for Quinn. Quinn verbally accepted the
,

position and we scheduled him to take the medical and psychological exams on
,

27 May 1982. The medical exam was given on site and the psychological
'

examination was administered by Dr. Jenkin,s of Stress Control, Inc. Stress
,

Control, Inc. is a contracted firm that provides psychological testing and

counseling services for GPU. Jenkins has a PhD in clinical psychology. The

psychological examination consists of two written tests and a post-test

interview by Jenkins. The two tests are the Minnesota Multiphas'ic Personality
1Minraeff

Inventory (mPI) and the Client Information Booklet (CIB)adesigned by Stress
'

Control for GPU Nuclear.' After the completion of the psychological testing and

post-test interview for a prospective employee Jenkins routinely notifies me by

telephone telling me whether or not the individual is acceptable for unescorted

access. Dr. Jenkins never discusses with me why an individual is unacceptable

if that is the case. I or no one else at GPU ever see the actual examination

resul ts. In the Quinn case, Dr. Jenkins called me shortly after the
,

examination and told me that he found Quinn unacceptable for unescorted site
*

access. I-remember Jenkins asking me, "How badly does GPU need this guy?" He

asked me what type of position he was being considered for and why we wanted

him. I explained the position description and our impression of Quinn's
!

3 ability to fit that position. Dr. Jenkins did not tell me in this conversation
' or at any other time the general areas or specific questions that led to

i

| Jenkin's conclusion that Quinn was not. acceptable for unescorted access. He

did not tell me any specific answer r topics that Quinn would need to change

in order to' pass a retest. Hedi ot tell me what extent the retest would

involve or areas of questioning that would be involved. I would like to note

| that at the time of the Quinn incident, I had not see the CIB or MPI exam and !

|: Attachment 2
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t

did not know what type of questions were on either*one. I also remember that

after I described the position that Quinn was being considered for Jenkins made '

f.yuses.sa.sismuMswfa general connent about Q& ': p :M :: .:tth authori However, he did not
! tener** re vwenf oc wem @,A: ocaa AMTb m rwn
| elaborate or mention any relative questions on the t. Moreover, he did not

mention any other trouble areas that would have to be addressed on the retest

j prior to him being granted unescorted access.
|

.

GPU's policy regarding the psychological exam is that if any individual fails ~
,

the exam the first time we automatically give the individual the opportunity to
,

take a second test for re-evaluation. In the Quinn case, I requested

Dr. Jenkins to retest Quinnj Jenkins agreecl; however, he did not discuss any

details of the retesting with me.'

.

.

After making several unsuccessful attempts to telephonically contact Quinn

about a retest, I called Steve MacDonald at MLPS and requested his help in

contacting Quinn. To the best of my memory, this was the conversation I had
.

with MacDon'ald; I told him we had a problem with Quinn. He asked me what the

problem was. I responded, " Tom Quinn is unacceptable for unescorted access to

the site." I did not elaborate about Quinn's problem because I didn't know

i what areas he had failed the psychological test in. I did not mention to

j. MacDonald or anyone else Jenkins contention about Quinn's problem with

authority. I told MacDonald I was having trouble getting in touch with Quinn.

I asked him if [ 1d get in touch with Quinn, please inform him if he
/

still is interestec; in seeking employment with us that he will have to undergo

|N asecond$ valuation. I told MacDonald to inform Quinn to contact Stress
r.

. Centrol and arrange a retest.

.

.

Attachment 2.
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If Quinn happened to talk to Dr. Jenkins personally about the restest,

Dr. Jenkins could have discussed problem areas with him at that time. I have'
tpoogf pt.34sa$ wecLD 6Mcsi Blo8u!He M6mG | bot 7b W,

no knowledge if this occurred Additionally, I have no infonnation or reason .,

% eco deu s e rA U
to believe if Df". Jenkins talked to anyone at .MLPS about retesting Quinn. Up

'

to this point all my contacts with MLPS regarding Quinn were with f
Steve MacDonald and I did not talk to John Evans, who is also an employee of.

MLPS,3about Quinn until July 1982 which I will discuss later on this statement.
d

I do recall that on 14 June 1982, I was telephonically apprised by Dr. Jenkins

. that Quinn had been retested on 14 June 1982 and that he (Jenkins) now.

i

considered him acceptable for non-escorted site access.

Other than what is mentioned above, I had no other contact or conversation with

either Quinn or MLPS. In fact, the last contact I had with Quinn was on
'

27 May 1982, when he took his medical exam and first psychological test.

e

We PU rely on the decisions made at Stress Control regarding candidates
'

suitability for site access and we have never attempted to pressure Stress

| Control to change their opinion of a candidates suitability including Quinn.
4

|

After Jenkins n'otified me that Quinn was acceptable, I telephonically contac y
'

MacDonald at MLPS and advised ))im that Quinn was found to be acceptable after
'

the retesting. I and MacDonald agreed on a starting date of 28 June 1982, for

Quinn. During job interviews with Quinn I advised him that we would have to

\ hire him before July 1982, if he wanted to be cons.idered for a January 1983 pay

raise. I told MacDonald to contact Quinn and have him contact Janis Esworthy

who processes new employees. I should also note that neither I nor the

.
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.

personnel office ever received a letter from Jenkins confirming Quinn's

acceptability. I do not know why I did not receive the lettgr to confirm

Jenkins' telephone notifiestion.
-

.

On 28 June 82 Quinn failed to report to the site. As far as I know Quinn was

going to report on 28 June since I heard nothing different from either Quinn or

MLPS.
.

The only contact I ever had with John Evans from MLPS about Quinn was on

20 July 1982 when he called me requesting a letter detailing our chronological

contacts with Quinn concerning his hiring.'

.

! I have no information that would lead me to believe that MLPS had any

information .regarding the criteria involved in the acceptability on the

psychological exams. In concluding, I at no time improperly advised either
!-
'

Quinn or Main Line Personnel of the specific details regarding Quinn's failure

to pass the psychological exam and did not tell either Quinn or MLPS how Quinn

should answer questions in order to pass. the retest.

'

|
,

| .

-

.

\
th

.
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<

1 have read the foregoing statement consisting of 6 typed pages. I have made
and initialed any necessary corrections and have signed by name in ink in the

1margin of each page. I swear that the foregoing statement is true and correct.
Signed on CrensrJ3 /993 at d o Ca,s. 3

.

, (dete)' (time)

SIGNATURE: y y _

arrTe')

&Subsc bed d sworn to before me this F day of
/g . ID, at f O z; ,o

f|(',jp,9y& !y(,INVESTIGATOR:

(Name) /

kk //k_ ]]}I MITNESS:
~ "- - G./ (NafsF & Title) y ,

.

.

|

|

.

.

.

.

|

|

! 5

.

"
.
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GPU Nuclear

Nuclear an eo"8o
Middlelown. Pennsylvania 17057.

717 944 7621
* ' 'May 20, 1982

Mr. Thomas Quinn
2235 De Kalb Street . :

1 Norristown, PA 19401 i

Dear Mr. Quinn,:

*'e are pleased to inform you that the results of your interview with us were --

=ost satisfactory, and as a result, we are of fering you the position of
i Engineer I - Startup & Test, here at Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating

Station, at a monthly salary of 52,166.67, which equates on an annual basis'

| to $26,000. Please be advised that in order for you to be considered for our
January, 1983, salary review, you must begin your employment with us prior to
July 1, 1982. This salary review is based on your work performance as are
additional career opportunities within our organization.

!

l.* This of fer is contingent upon your successf ully passing our pre-employment
physical examination and psychological evaluation. If you should decide to

;

| accept our offer of employment, arrangements will be made fer your pre-
e=ploymen t examinations , here at Three Mile Island. We advise, however, that'

you do not inf orm your present employer of termination until you have been
advised by us that you have passed these examinations.

You will be provided c, overage under our relocation policy as outlined in the
| attached plan, including two weeks of interim living and five-days, four-

nights of househunting expenses.

You will be entitled to one week's vacation af ter six months of continuous
employment and two veck's vacation following January 1, 1983 This offer of

employment is valid until tby 26, 1982, and we would appreciate a written
confirmation of your acceptance of this of fer.

*

Thank you for you@, continued interest, and we look forward to your joining us.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

,

Very truly yours , ,

.

Jam s Troebli r

JT/seb Pers nnel Administration ..anager

Thred Mile Island
Enclosures /

cc: T. M. iiaukins, Mana;cr. Star:up 5 Test - TMI-7
C. P. Miller. Oiree:c r. 4tartu- ' Tcst - TM1-1.

J. Evans, SMir !.inc Tersiennel. .ac.

RFP d T- 3 ! '.* S

GPU 'Acc.+t' s a ca" o' me '3enera' Pcc Utm,:ies Sys:cm
. . .
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ST'ATEMENT OF 9R. WILLIAM W. JENKINS.

?

1, Dr. Wi!Linn w. JENK1NS, hereby * the following voluntary stdement to I

Pster J. WHNOLLY and R. Kei& CHRISTOPHER do have identified demselves to me asInvestigators with the U.S. Nucleu Regulator] Comission. I make this stdement
freely with no Greats or promises of reward itavhg been made, to me.

I an a Clinical Psychologist employed widt Corporate Strus Conttot Services INC.
I have been working at de Stress C0ntrol Of fice in Middletwon PA. shee May 1982.
Contracturdly our services for General Public Utilities (GPU) began & January 1982.
However, Stress Control has been providing counseiing seAvices to GPU suce 1980.

I am responsible for administering pre-employment psychologicd e.xamindions for
(TMil PA. The psychological examinations conshts

GPU NucLest at Three Mile 1 stand examinations
of two :.eparde written parts requiring true and fatse answers. Thw 400
are. Ute Minnesota Multiphasic Peuonality INuentory (MMPI) and the Client INfonmationdus3 "to ,,.9The MMP1 is o. standard psychological exam which has beBooklet (C15 e C18 is adhcriininkten.n 'viduals do admitt significant persondity problems.
structured interview created by Stress Control to provide a standardized method of
interviewing for att af out utility clients. It is my undesstandhg .that C1B was

*

deuctoped based on reviewing Licensee event repods (LERS) aich were caused by hproper
actions of personnet. Its purpose is to duect de clin. icd inte.rview to pertinent Life,

events'and problematic attirndu and behavior. It is not designed to determine mengd:

cometence of the haividud. The. purpose of both suduations hcLuding an interview by|

myself is to determine if de individual is a heal 6 and safety risk. _By $1t 1 mean
ut there kdications that .this peMon would cause. damage to de plant. It does not
attempt to assess ucrk performance. The CIB and t.he. inteAview investigates sh areas:drugs and alcohol, and honesty.socid development, task perfonmance, prudence, stress
The criteria to determine de categories are personal history, attitudes and behavior.

I recal' testing GPU applicant Thoma Quinn h May 1982. He was adminktered bon
saminations and I hterviewed him at length regarding de results of the MMP1 and his
answers on the C18. Before i made a determination I telephonically discussed Quinn's
results win OR. HOWARD GLASER, the President and Chief Operating Officer, Corporate
Stress Control,1NC., New York City. Dat policy is on alt. rejections the.y must fiut be
discussed with DR. Glaser. After dhcusshg QUINN'S case bon 1 and GLASER agreed that
he uns unacceptable for unescorted access to the plant. We found three partic"far ueas(1) his resistance to authority; (2) honesty; (3)
n which we based our conclusions:

prudence. DR. GLASER instAuc.ted me to coniact GPU penonal manager, Jim TROEBLIGER,Algarding QUINN's unacceptability. I believe 1 fits.t contacted Steve MBCIAK do is
also a GPU representative, and uformed him only thd QUINN was unacceptable.
Subsequently, TROEBLIGER called me. and reques.ted that QUINN be retest 1d. I catted
TROEBLIGER back and told him that QUINN had an accident record ~and enjoyed figh. ting
traf fic tichts. I specifically deny glyhg any cuer specific information about de
results of QUINN'S exam to any GPU personnet hcLuding TROEBL1GER and ESKTBABCIAK.nor did 1 identify
1 did not tett anyone that dere weAt "three areas of concern,"
de three utas of concern discussed previously in any logical or numerical orden.
Further, I did not identify Ge thne areas of concern to any GPU representative
in terms stated by QUINM. I understand bat QUINN identified them as:

-

1) resistance to regn!ntinns
t)jobrelatedaccidents g

3) borrowing af company tools. jt .

1 do agre.e. that these were the uree mea dat we were generally concerdabout.

- -
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8the.n we refer to re.sistance to au6ority we are referring to his propensity to -

idedianally 9et speedhg tickets inorder to f4 ht them. When we refer to prudence ;9
; we are discusshg his job related accidents. IN Bte uird issue of honu.ty we were

concern about his dritude towards de. taking of Company tools. During my discussion
wik TROEBLIGER after the .t interview I only told him .tha.t Qu. inn tued to get
speeding tickets on papas purpose inorder to fight dem h court and that he had
a work accident record. -1 ked TROEBLIGER if thu was de. kind of person that you

*

reatly unstedffwant working for you.. He responded by requating that we re-examine
Quinn osain. I deny that i provided any o&er hformation reguding QUINN'S e.xamination
resists to TROE5 LIGER or anyone, else. I have. ne.ver heard of MAINT LINE PERSONNEL SERVICE

;

| until after the QU1NN incide.nt and 1 have never spoken to Main Line Personnei Service
\ employees inetuding Steve MCDONALD and JOHN EVANS about Quinn's . test results, or

anyone else. .that has been placed at GPU .through MLPS.'

.

On normal practice on a re-examination is .to have a different psychologist
do the. work-up. However, since. QUINN'S case was in a grey area.ad th u-wM * n

& ~pted * , a . upditi: %,Wn, DR GLASER dect.dede hat I should do be re-
levaruninn.Since ne case muan.ted a re.-e.unt"mtinn 1 approached de se and interview

o ejecting QUINNfrom the following standpoint %hich was to find additional reasons'

|) since it was apparent that de hformation we had was no.t sufficient. ON 07 June 1982
3 QUINN was re.-tested at Stress Conrol in Middletown,PA. Prior to be . test 1 had no
j^ contact with QUINN. Qainn was only given de MMP1 on the. re-evaluation. I de.cided

not to give him de C18 again because I thought it would be meaningless shce it wa.s
buious to QUINN from our fiu.t interview wha.t the areas of concern were. During de
econd interview I again ducussed with QUINN his answers to de C18 test. I did not<

change his answers in regards to .taking Company tools, question 80. I did changer hh
answers based on ou ennxerxtainQ conversation tb question 45 (missing an hportant

b> meeting) because he clarified in his second interview that he had missed meetings once
or toice. Question 50 concerning marthge or engagement was also changed. Question 16
(ceneerning individuals abusing sick Leaue) ms changed from true to false because QUINN
indicated he didn* t think it wa.s right bat people did it anyway. Question 81
'which concerned sdtether or not a person should be given an earned p.tomation even though~ :p.
caught falsifying Company records was intiaily marked true. However, during .the
erond interview based on Quinn's commet about a bad organization he used to work for

,

it was changed to false. Question 30 concerned job related accidents. In 64 case it1

was iwa.terkt whether QUINN told me anxexakky about any more accidents in the
second interview because he already told me in the finst interview dat he had been
involved in job related accidents. This answer was nct changed on the examination.

.

After t'1e second examination i dhcussed de results with Dr. GLASER
and we concluded that QUINM would be accept.able for sidw site access for two

1) on his MMPI hh scale six percentage dropped from K5W 701.to 641 h he -

reasons :
panancia are.a. This basically means his hosf111fy .toward6 audority was not out of de
ordha.ty; 2) we felt dat as a result af de examination answeAs and clinical evn!"ntion
dat Quinn would not jeopardize public health and safety by delikexatingy deliberately
damaging plant sys.tems b reinfinflon for some perceived unjust management act. Me

As indicated before. owr criteria for whetber;or not a person is acceptable h sdtether;/
a p .a n, m = t. KSX M U ME8X8EKRK- m LL:;;:y t: LLMy. 2-4 f!,nf ho um e

^

*

or no he is a danger to public he1Lth and safety.

c
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IN conclusion,1 ' erate dat I did not provide any information to anyone regardhg
QUINN'S intial t exam results other 6an as already indicated in 6is sta.tement so
that anyone could provide QUINN with specific information that would assist him in ,

passing the re-examination. I did, however, discuss the 6ree area listed above in detait '

wi6 QUINN in our fiut interviac. Since we diacussed dese specific areas * detait
it is reasonable for me to assume dat QUINN understood that de reascn <his rejection
was these 6ree areas. At no time did a GPU employee pressure me into changing
my evaluation of Quinn.

:

[
. I

\ 1 have read and undentand de above three page statement which was prepared by
NRC investigators, Peter Connolly and R. KeL6 Chr.istopher. I made and intiated

.any necessary couections and have signed my name in ink in de margin of each page.
1 swear d at d e foregoing s enent is true and couect.

SIGNED ON: $M |$.N Y
da.te an 44me

J

l

ft(rf. SIGNATURE: ,- ,

( 0
i

SUBSCRIBE 0 AND SWORN TO FORE ME THIS dayofFEBRUARY,1983.

J//3 L 05,?FO'Ak, N .

INVESTIGATOR: /f -

vRAME y

W1TNESS: J$ tG V .*.b'. ,'f'W -'
.

l /
j

|

- :

.

|

|

|

.

|
|
.

.

4
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PRE-EMPLOYME' T SCREENING REPORTN

.

.

. .

TO: Personnel Department GPU Service Corporation
FROM: Corporate StressCo~ntrol Services, Inc.

RE: Applicant Recommendation .

Name of
Applicant Date

The following is recommended for the above named applicant:

Acceptable for nuclear plant employment at this time.
*

Applicant was, at the time of examination, mentally alert and co-
herent and without gross aberrant behavior. Our best judgment

,

based upon the information available to us is that this appiteant is
acceptable for nuclear plant employment.

Recommendation not possible at this time. Additional
testing is required.

Not recommended for nuclear plant employment. Reason-
able doubt exists that the applicant would discharge his/her duties
in a safe and competent manner. (Detailed report upon request.)

Signed:-

Howard L Gazer, Ph. D.

Corporate StressControl Services.Inc. 320 E.65th Street New York.New York 10021 (212)288 2220

.
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Date: Felruary 14, 1993

Place: New York City

~

c
S'IATEMENT L

'

I, Dr. Mcuard Glazer, make the following voluntary statment to

N.R.C. Investigators P.J.' Connolly' and R. K.', Christopher. 'Jhis statment

is made fre'ely with no prmim of rewards or threats made to me. I
'

.

I was born on May 8,1946, in 'Ibronto, Ontario Canada. I received an

undergraduate honors Bachelor of Arts Degree in Psychology from the University

of 'Ibronto in 1969 and a doctorate in Psychology from the University of

'Nxas at Austin in 1972. I have held faculty positions at the University of

Texas at Austin, Icycla University of entreal, The Rockefeller University,
|

' The Post-Graduate Center for Mental Health, and the Montreal General

Hospital, I presently am a clinical assistant professor of psychology

and psychiatry at Cornell University Medical College and assisting and,

tending psychologist at the'New York Ibspital. I am the President, Cheif

Operating Officer, and Senior Clinical Supervisor of Corporate StressControl

Services, Inc. since August of 1981. . In early May of 1982, I was contacted,

by Dr. William Jenkins the StressControl Psychologist at 'Ihree Mile Island.

| At that tame Dr. Jenkins reviewed with me the findings of his access
!

| authorization screening of Mr. Thcrnas Quinn. As there was concurrance

between his clinical interview findings based on the structured interviewi

i
!

conducted frtxn the Client Information Booklet and the MPI findings

showing Mr. Quinn's difficulty in three areas; resistance to authority,,

prudence and honesty Dr. Jenkins and agreed that Mr. Quinn snot suitable

for unescorted access. At that time I instucted Dr. J kins to speak with Jim

Troeblinger concernining our rejection of Mr. Quinn and specifically
|

'

[ instructed Dr. Jenkins to tell Mr. Troeblinger that Mr. Quinn enjoyed

bd , k$Y.0 '- F Attachment.6 ,, ..
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getting =pa=Wg tickets for five miles per hour over the limit so that he

could go to court and fight then. I felt that this kind of behavior fairly

represented Mr. Quinn Khile at the, time, transmitting this type of

infor: nation to Mr. Troeblinger would notheach &. Quinn's confid'entiality.

Sarne time later, I was contacted by Dr. Jenkins who indicated that Mr. Troeblinger

| had requested a further evaluation.

As there exists no ::tandard policy by either regulatory control or by
,

Corporate policy of GPU, the decision as to h:w to proceed on further

evaluation of Mr. Quinn was a clinical matter determined by Dr. Jenkins
!

and I. As Dr. Jenkins felt that he was able to illicit further information
i

frt2n Mr. Quinn in a further interview, we decided that Dr. Jenkins should re-

interview Mr. Quinn rather than serding Mr. Quinn to a different psychologist,
,

for a formal second opinion. Following his second interview of Jtine 7,1982

with Mr. Quinn Dr. Jenkins once again contacted me to review his findings,
'

[ L A Ms second evaluations
On

Mr. Quinn showed a significant reductionj

| in his MGI scale scores relating to resistance to authority. As the
!
1

validity s: ores indicated, this reduction was not due to purposeful

atte: pts at deceit, we accepted these results as valid. h *e in

dis ussion Dr. Jenkins and I agreed thaftile Mr. Quinn as resistant to

authority, that his manner of acting out, that is to use litigation and
*

grievance procedures, didnot present safety or health risk in a ecmnercial -

or nuclear setting. Minimal changes were made in the Client Information
M1

Iboklet M=ad upon the second evaluation. It is worth w hote at this time

that the evaluation tools used cannot be faked. The MsI contains a number

of validity scales and configurations which indicate that the individual

is atterrpting to present himself in the best possible light'or is using

outright deception. Similarly, although we use the Client Information -

| Booklet, as the basis for a structured evaluation our clinicians c:=r tasc

|
_. . . -. - . - . . - _ - .
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insight obtained fran professional training during the conduct of |

a face to face evaluation. i
j

~

I have read and understand the above statenent which was prepared by me.
*

I have initialed all chages and corrections that this statenent is the truth

to the best of my knowledge and belief.
.

dine k MM L Didi63 90 0.m .
J i

-

Howard I. Glazer, Ph.D. Date Time

Sucscribed and Sworn to before me on the 14th day of February,1983 at

320 east 65th Street, Suite 117, New York, N.Y., 10021.

Investigator: /, - A-
"f //

P. J. Connolly
' * ''

!'
*

; . fy |, '. , , /-' s/ 7 ; b;' t ik, c/f/ * ')*
u .-.- -

Witness: *f. ..

y .. , .' - - -. ...

| R. K. Christopher

Title: Investigator, N.R.C.

.

f

.

t
-

i

1

!

|
'
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'. Place: Bala Cynwd, PA:-

.

* Date: February 08, 1983*

.,

STATEMENT

o H .J ~1 AaAS K 5 \
' m. me-a As ) -

I,CJohn J. Evans, hereby make the following voluntary statemint to P. J. s

Connolly and R. K. Christopher who have identified themselves to me as Investiga-

tors with the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I make this statement freely
.-

with no threats or promises of reward having been made to me. Investigator .

Christopher had this statement typed for me at my request.

~

N I am presently a sales manager for Main Line Personnel Services Inc. (MLPS),

111 P .es oes77#L dE
<;t

a.nid Blvd. Bal Cynwd, PA. I have been with MLPS for 14 years.

MLPS works with General Public Utilities (GPU) Nuclear in the recruiting of
,

technical personnel for various positions. It is through this process that I

presented Thoraas Quinn to GPU as an applicant.MLPS int of contact with GPU
,

is Stephen licDonald, who woritsfor me. Mcdonald had the direct contact with
tie

GPU personnel duringsrecruiting and hiring process of Thoma- Quinn. Mcdonald

passed pertinent information he received from GPU regarding Quinn's candidacy

| to me. I subsquently passed this information onto Quinn whom I was counseling.

After Quinn was interviewed by GPU representatives, Jim Troblinger, the GPU

Personnel Officer, made a oral offer to Steve Mcdonald concerning the hiring

of Quinn. Subsequent to that offer GPU scheduled Quinn for medical & psychological

excminations. Neither I nor Mcdonald, to my knowledge, had any contact with

Stress Control Inc. regarding scheduling of Quinn's test.*

A few days after Quinn took his psychological test a GPU representative tele-

phonically contacted Mcdonald and advised him that Quinn would have to take

psychological test over. The GPU representative, as far as know, did not discuss

.

....;.....,
_
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with Mcdonald the reasons that Quinn needed to take test over again. Moreso no
i

information was entrusted to me regarding Quinn's problems on psychological

- test from either MLPS employees, GPU representatives, or members of Stress Control

Inc. During the GPU conversation with Mcdonald the caller provided the name of
( (

young lady (whose name I cannot recall) & telephone number that Quinn would
'

need.to contact to schedule the retest. Mcdonald passed this information onto me.

b
I subsequently telephoned Q 'nn and told him that he would have to go" back

e y,
and see the " shrink" aga . r told him that he wculd have ,to call the you

go N.
lady to arrange for the second test. Quinn asked me why he had to4back. told

him that I didn't know. I ventured the opinion that came across in inter-,

| Psye9eu.wm e
views as being flippant whereas-0, U npan .t:th _ l very serious people.,

I also remarked to him that he had previously indicated to me his lack of patience
.

FM "tA,. g O dwit'h paperwork & red tape whereas GPU is strictly regulated by popu .e.k. p
I also commented to Quinn that at time of the initial interview with the GPU

representatives he was walking with cane as result of someone stepping hiss
LYh.s coawofus <rWgAnear wps f+so **

foot. This possibly could have indicated Quinn was accident proned to 22:.

surcaem ..es. During this conversation with Quinn and in other subsequent
, ,

conversations Quinn did not discuss with me details of his psychologica1 test-

ing. Moreso he did, not mention anything about speeding tickets, job related

accidents, or borrowing company tools. Since I was completely ignorant of the

details of the psychological testing I, of course, did not mention any
.

similar topics. I categorically deny that I instructed Quinn to do any judicious

lying on the retest. I adamantly denj telling him that I had a friend in GPU

personnel who provided me information about the details of his first pyscholog-

ical test. I also deny' telling him not say anything because I and any GPU

friend could get in alot of trouble. I categorically deny ~ all of Quinn's allega-

Attachment 7'
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.

tions of improprities on my part. I also deny improperly coaching him based

on any supposed information I received from GPU for the simple fact thati did

not receive any information from GPU & Stress Control on this case or any other

i instances.
' -.y

o

I believe Quinn's purported allegations are groundless and based on his desire
P#iWo K-

!,j to get out of a contractural obligation with MLPS M which he owes ib $5200.
l Ch I believe the reason he did not 4te1 Ppt the GPU jo$64 ha:dn>v6374 g.r- A

b was because present employer, -

the Certainteed Corp. gave him a attractive counteroffer. In a contact with
of

Quinn after the second psychological test and GPU's offer for a job tw whic
<ve wne! Lyn s was row To M sy evna) %

accepted,Quinn had bemhrd his resignation to Certainteed. I presume Certai d

*

| gave him a counter-offer and Quinn made up his allegations regarding me and GPU
|- 1./ PABJ U Winorder to facilitate his breaking of the contract without peneMty.
i

I also deny that I told Quinn's attorney John Kilcoyne, that I had received the

answers for the psychological test from GPU. Kilcoyne accused me of this and said

if we (MLPS) did not leave his client alone he (Kilcoyne) would make problems

for GPU. This called occurred on or about 21 June 1982.

.

I have read the foregoing sta'tement consisting of 3 typed pages. I have made
|

and initialed any necessary corrections and have signed my name in ink in the margin
.

of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge and belief.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

i O *. C 4 "Executed on t t &> at
'

date time.

I
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$4

Subscribed and sworn o before me this O day of k ,1983,

at N L L u. &.h.-m &,.lAJ.5 A- Q ,k-'

'

INVESTIGATOR: /,

RAME V V

WITNESS:
NAME

.

.

O

1

.

e

.

'
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... .. Placa: Bala .Gynwd,' PA ~

'

Date: February 08, 1983..

1
STATEMENT '

.

I, Stephen J. Mcdonald, hereby make the following voluntary statement to P. J. Y

-Connolly & R. K. Christopher who have identified themselves to me as Investigators
'

with the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I make this statement freely with.

no threats or-promises of reward having been made to me. This statement was typed
for me at my request.

| -

%,

-

Ai
I am presently 4an employment counselor at Main Line Personnel Services (MLPS)

CywyD h)
Bala E M PA. I am one of 11 people who work under John Evans, an MLPS Sales

Manager. Since the summer of 1979 I have been the primary contact between
V

MLPS & General Public Utilities (Nuclear). My principle contact to GPU has
%
,

TRNBucit %
; been through Jim h", ige. , a GPU Personnel Manager.,

1

2 In the spring of 1982 Thomas Quinn was being considered for a position at GPU's

Three Mile Island (THI) Unit fl. Quinn was being represented by John Evans,

supra but I had all- the formal contacts with GPU concerning Quinn. All the infor-
'

TRe6ht GGA 4
mation from 7d'; : regarding Quinn was passed onto Evans by me. Subsequent d gL

Evans passed the information onto Quinn. I am the principle MLPS point of

contact with 'GPU for sake of convenience and lac of confusion.
.

LP5t .

After GPU offered Quinn the job through se he was given a physical and psychological
,

! test. I wish to point out that the arrangements for the physical & psychological

examinations are handled totally by GPU and I have no contact with the Company.
W-

that administers those examinationC I have been told the Company is Stress Control.

i

1

.
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TRcESL6e-ft h-
.

After Quinn took his psychological test I received a phone call from TrakHyr
4

in which he' advised me that the Psychologist wanted to see Quinn again. Naturally 1IltpESUG6ft Trot?6 66E b hI asked T:Cliscr "why". He said he didn't know why. T :''.:t.lued b _ ,e added that if

-QuinnAstill interested in the job he would need to call Sue Bender at GPU (TMI)
-

TQAGptancxRt Wpersonnel office to arrange a retest. TM. ige, did not discuss any information \

|
about the the psychological test. We did kid about Quinn's hobby of dressing

E _ _ . ;.b W bM ,i. had neverTf0
. up like a knight in shining arJnorand going to sword fights.

'

t

( )l provided me any details of anyone's psychological test. I wish to add that I
'

would not have shared in the fee which MLPS would have received for the placing
,

,

!

! of Quinn. I am aware of no improprities on the part of any GPU, Stress Control'

t.m t' te9= g5 '.ry*

or MLPS & in and specifically Mr. Evans. I wish to state that I never have been
'

ct with Stress Control

|
*

i .

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 2 typed pages. I have made

and initialed any necessary correction and have signed my name in ink in the margin
4

of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge and belief.

I declare under penalty that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on

bi: & 9 /$Gt |0'!$ .
'

date /J time

INTERVIEWEE: / V
/NAME() U

! Subscribed and sworn to before me this AR day of[,j ._ ,1983, a,t
ffi b ' ,

. - - A+i- .hu b f/*W-

INVESTIGATOR: Imu n
MAME [/

~ g

WITNESS:
NAME -
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GPU NUCLEAR EMPLOYEES HIRED THROUGH MAIN LINE PERSONNEL
.

.

DATE OF DATEINDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED.' POSITION HIRE INTNiTTEWED

James W. Schmidt Senior Engineering Assistant 1/28/80 2/8/83'

George J. Giangi TMI Emergency Preparedness 2/11/80 2/7/83! Manager

Herbert R. Henry Quality Assurance Monitor 5/27/80 .2/8/83~

William P. McSorley, , Shift Technical Advisor. TMI-16/9/80 2/8/83
David Rg Buchanan Manager Site Engineering,TMI-2 7/21/80 2/9/83

, Premjibhe! R.-Patel Quality Assurance Engineer 2/2/80 2/8/83
'

| Charles R. Haas Analyst III - Plans and Pro- 3/9/81 2/8/83grams, TMI-1
Cary W. Prinkey Senior Analyst 3/3/81 2/7/83

' Jeffrey W. Boyer Radwaste Operations Engineer 4/6/81 2/8/83
*

Thomas J. Patterson Manager, Special Processes and 4/27/81 2/10/83*

Programs, Parsippany, NJ.

Mark T. Torborg 'In-Service Inspection Program 5/18/81 2/8/83,

, Engineer *

.
,,

Michael J. Menta Cost Engineer 8/25/81 2/8/83
John C. Auger Technical Analyst I - Engine- 10/15/81 2/8/83er TMI-2
Harold F. Hansen Unit 1 Procedure Coordinator 1/25/83 2/7/83,

Brian J. McDonnell Planning and Scheduling Engin- 7/19/82 2/8/83
eer

Fred J. Belcastro I&C Engineer, TMI-1 1/4/83 2/8/83
Anil P. Agarwal

Seniorgngontroys,gtrumenta-arsippany,N}1/1/81 2/14/83ineer In
tion an

INDIVIDUALS NOT DATE OF
IhTERVIEWED POSITION HIRE REMARKS

William T. Edwards Foreman-Radiological Controls 5/27/80 Off-duty until
2/10/83,

Steven M. Cafre111 Engineer II-Plant Process 6/16/80 Off-duty until
Control 2/28/83-

William K. Blev ns Engineer II-Plant Process 7/7/80 Working at Oyster
Control Creek

Anthony P. King Engineer I-Nuclear 7/14/80 Working at Oyster
Creek

Cecrge E. Von Heida Special Projects Director 11/15/82 Working at Reading
PA

\
.

.
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DATE OF DATE~

IfiDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED POSITION HIRE INTERVIEW

2/8/83

2/8/83
,

2/8/83

2/8/83

2/8/83

2/8/83
.

2/8/83

2/8/83

2/9/83

2/8/83
2/8/83

2/8/83
2/8/83
2/8/83

2/9/83
|

| 2/8/83

2/9/83

2/8/83'

2/8/83
2/9/83

2/8/83

'2/8/83
T. Quinn Engineer I. Start-Up and Test not hired

.
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2/8/83

2/9/83
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2/8/83
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2/9/83

|

2/8/83

i
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'2/8/83

T. Quinn * Engineer I, Start-Up and Test not hired
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